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Devotional thought
Have you ever picked up the phone, dialled yourself,
and had a nice, long conversation? No? That’s probably because it takes two to carry on a phone conversation. That’s kind of like how teamwork works.
There are times when doing something together
makes a lot more sense than trying to do it alone. It
could be cleaning your house, playing a game, solving a puzzle or even practicing your faith. Some
things are always better with teamwork.
There are lots of places in the Bible where God reminds us that we’re not alone and that he likes it
when we rely on others and work together. He didn’t
put us on earth to do things alone. He gave us lots
of good company! Everyone benefits when we work
together to get thing done, and everyone—no matter how old or how young—can be part of that.
God reminds us that we each have a different role
and every role is important. When we work together, we can accomplish more. Working as a team
means we’re not alone and we can use our special
talents to achieve really great things together.
Ecclesiastes 4:9-10
9
Two are better off than one, because together they
can work more effectively. 10 If one of them falls
down, the other can help him up. But if someone is
alone and falls, it's just too bad, because there is no
one to help him.

@Glynde Editor...
Fleur Kupke
fleurkupke@hotmail.com
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From the editor...
When I was thinking of a theme for this edition of
@Glynde, I was struggling to find something. I was
chatting to Mum about it and together we came
up with a theme… TEAMWORK! How appropriate
that we used the theme to come up with a theme!

I have played netball for years, since I was young,
and I love watching the professionals in the
Suncorp Super Netball League. When they are
interviewed after the game, the same line always
comes out, “I couldn’t do it without my team”.
Being a team sport, this is very true! A goal
shooter can’t do the goal keeper’s job! Just the
same as a guard in basketball can’t do the job of a
forward, or in AFL, a full forward isn't as skilled as
a ruckman in jumping for a ball up… (I hope I
have covered enough sports for everyone to
understand!!)
I find that the same can apply to life. As a
Christian, it is easier to go through life with other
people to help out. The verse from Ecclesiastes is
perfect for us to help see what God means when
we work together. When there is more than just
us, we can help each other. God didn’t put us on
earth alone. We were made to work together.
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From Pastor

Wayne...
Hi!

wonderful news of the Good
News of Jesus is that we are
Well, Winter is coming to an end God’s forgiven children through
as I write this J
our baptism and our faith in
I look forward to sunny days and Jesus as our Saviour. We are
plenty of time in the garden.
children of our Father in heaven,
But as well, let’s not forget to
and “brothers and sisters” of one
pray for some rain, for our
another (Galatians 3:26-4:7).
farmers and others, who
desperately need rain for crops It has been pointed out that
and gardens.
there are 59 “one another”
passages in the New Testament.
*The theme for this month’s AT Each of these reminds us that we
GLYNDE is “Teamwork”, and it’s are not alone, as we struggle
based on the words of the writer with the up’s and down’s of life.
of Ecclesiastes in the Old
Listen to some of them: “love
Testament where he comments: one another”, “be devoted to
Two are better off than one,
one another in brotherly love”,
because together they can work “serve one another in love”,
more effectively. If one of them “carry one another’s burdens”,
falls down, the other can help
“encourage one another”, and so
him up. But if someone is alone on.
and falls, it’s just too bad,
because there is no on to help
May God bless us as we love,
him (Ecclesiastes 4:9-10).
and support, and encourage one
another, and as together we
We are not alone. The
work for our Lord whom we
4

follow: in a life of loving service of
others, and in life pointing others to
God through Jesus our Saviour.

our congregation and our District
respectively as we discuss matters of
ministry and concern. The main
topic on the agenda is the ordination
*Spring is coming, as I said above,
of men and women. Please pray
and with it a whole lot of things that for our discussion and our decision
we are going to be doing together making on this topic in particular.
for the Lord….
While we are away, Pastor Dennis
*In worship, we will be continuing
Obst will lead in worship on October
our sermon series on Favourite Old 7th, and then the following week
Testament stories. Henry Martinez when I have a week’s annual leave
and myself will be sharing with you while our son Thomas is being
messages based on these stories: on married to Alysha Wurst, our partDaniel and the Lions’ Den, the book time pastor, Pastor Henry Martinez,
of Job, the Exodus, and the story of will take worship.
Ruth.
*Please mark off Sunday, 4th
On September 16th, we will have our November in your diary: it is the
next Church 4 Kids at the 10.30 a.m. date of our annual Picnic at “The
service. This worship service is
Gums”. Come along at 10.30 a.m.
aimed at the children in our church for a time of fellowship, worship, and
family and in our mid-week
fun.
ministries, but from now on it will
also include a brief “Adult Talk” time, *May God bless you and me as we
during which the children will be
love one another up and encourage
involved in an activity.
one another in our faith, and as
together we reach out into our
On the following Sunday, September community with the Good News of
23rd, after our morning worship, we God’s love, and His forgiveness
will hold a Blessing of Pets time
through Jesus. May God bless us as
under our gum tree, or in the hall if we “reveal and celebrate God’s love,
the weather is poor. After this, we so that all may know Jesus and
will have a sausage sizzle for all
worship God through him”.
comers, or something similar J

*At the start of October, Helene
Schulz and myself will head off to the
General Synod of the LCA at Rosehill
gardens in Rosehill, Sydney. There
from 2-7 October, we will represent
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Pastor Wayne

From the

Chairperson ...

Church Teamwork...
grow the ministries and vision of our
Psalm 133:1 It is good and pleasant
church.
when God's people live together in
One resource about building healthy
peace!
and productive churches has a long list
The theme of this @Glynde provides
of desirable attributes, but these four
wisdom for working together and
stand out as being important and
helping each other when things are
requiring constant attention.
tough. Teamwork also means caring
1. Churches need healthy relationships
and guarding against exhaustion and between people
burnout. There are many examples of 2. Responsibilities need to be wisely
teamwork in scripture and daily
distributed
examples in our community. Just think 3. Teamwork needs a strategy - this
of the major redevelopment project
includes working out who performs
and the teamwork that required, think what roles and valuing every
of the number of people who
contribution
volunteer to enable our worship to
4. How does the church care for those
reflect our faith in music, message and who work as leaders within teams?
prayers; think of the faithful ministry
and support that happens during the As we reflect on these aspects, let us
week here in opening our doors to all be kind to each other, love each other
who come. Thank god for teamwork warmly and welcome each other as
and thank God for the people who
special guests in God's presence.
come together in teams to enable and
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News of the month
I have been away, and so have not caught up on all the matters faithfully
attended to by our Board for Ministry team and our Executive team. Thank
God for teamwork!
New YAGM volunteer: Haley Penk will commence with our church
community from 3 September. She will be living with Helene Brown, and I
hope you all welcome her to our church family with joy and enthusiasm.
Haley will be working among us for 10 months (until July 2019). She comes
from North Carolina and it will be wonderful to get to know her over the
next few weeks.
Last week we farewelled Peter Kleinig, who has one of the longest terms of
association with our church. Peter first came to Glynde when he was a
young boy and has been a member here at various stages of his life. He
has now shifted into a retirement village in Hahndorf - not so far away - we
will miss him and we hope he will come back and visit us from time to time.
We also had the sadness of the funeral for Dean Clarke who was a member
of Glynde Lutheran Church for all of his life. Dean was born on 12 January
1934 and baptised in this church one month later by Pastor Albert Zweck.
Pastor Zweck also confirmed Dean in 1947. He died on 8 August 2018. He
was known for his care for others, his wicked sense of humour and his love
of camping and the outdoors.
May God bless us all.
Shalom, Helene Schulz, Chairperson
Helene Schulz
Chairperson
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From our
Cross Cultural

Last month I shared with you the story of our driver on our recent holiday
in Sri Lanka.
There was another day when once
again I was amazed at what God can
do, and how special stories happen.
After spending time travelling
through beautiful national parks with
amazing wildlife we headed toward
Kandy, a city in the highlands of Sri
Lanka. It is a busy and crowded city,
where traffic moves very slowly.
In the centre of the city, near a lake
along a long stretch of land covering
3 – 4 blocks is a Buddhist Temple, a
Hindu temple and a Christian church.
They are located in the royal palace
complex of the former Kingdom of
Kandy, and was completed in 1595.
In January 1998 some of you may remember there was a terrorist attack
on the Buddhist temple (The temple
of the Tooth). A group of Tamil Tigers
drove a truck into the temple, blowing the front section apart and killing
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a number of people and injuring others.
The story told to us by our guide was
that it was done to destroy the faith
system of Kandy which is predominately Buddhist, and to turn the Hindu, Christian and Buddhists against
one another, causing more unrest
and giving the Tamil Tigers the opportunity to cause more destruction
and destroy the unity of the country.
But God obviously had other plans!
The Buddhist, Hindu and Christian
communities united, and with government and public donations raised
enough money to employ artisans to
rebuild that temple in just 2 years.
The plan to destroy and control
couldn’t work against a united community. Isn’t it amazing, when people
work together what can happen.
That temple should have been in ruins, that city should have been divided, but, when people work together,
even when their beliefs may be dif-

ferent, what a wonderful and even
more powerful story follows. The
strength of that united community,
Buddhist, Hindu and Christian, like 3
cords in the rope, strengthening and
supporting each other is hard to
break…

Thank you to those who have attended extra workshops and keep finding
new ways of progressing our teams.
Thank you to you for coming along,
for listening, for caring, for making
coffee, washing dishes, baking, cleaning, preparing, setting up tables. Your
willingness and love are another cord
in that ever strengthening rope…
Thank you to those who have offered
to help with our “babysitting night” in
September. When we started our
Marriage course this term, we soon
learnt that many couples have never
had any Marriage Time away from
their children. Who can they leave
their children with? Many have not
had a meal alone with their husbands
since their children were born. We
are giving a couple of hours of
babysitting so that they can go out
together, and hopefully not talk
about the children! What a gift we
can give!
Thank you God for loving us so
much, for leading and encouraging
us to work together, for opening our
hearts and minds to see others as
you see them.
Thank you Lord that you strengthen
the Glynde rope with more and more
people being a part of this community. We pray that you will continue to
guide us, weaving us together into a
rope that loves and cares for those
around us, all different, but strong
when we are together.
I wonder what powerful stories will
follow!

When I look at our mid week church,
I see people of all faiths and cultures… I see that we look different,
behave differently, and believe differently.
But I know that God works in this
place, just as he did in Sri Lanka.. We
can be friends to others who may not
believe like we do, or eat the way we
do… but we can keep working together and guiding and leading others to Jesus. A smile, a touch, an encouraging word, honouring people is
a great start.
And to everyone
who helps and is a
part of the Glynde
“rope.” Thank you for
your help.
Thank you praying
for Playgroup, Mainly
Music, English classes,
our Friday courses, coffee and Chat and for everyone who comes. Your
prayers are wanted and
needed.

Thank you to everyone who attended
our Childsafe training in July and who
are committed to finishing the reBarbara Mattiske
maining modules. We know it isn’t
easy to follow this through, but your Cross Cultural Coordinator
love and caring for all who come
here shows by doing this course.
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Get Involved @ Glynde...
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

30
9am Worship HC
10:30 Worship HC

2
9am Worship HC

3

4

7pm KYB

9:30 Craft

10:30 Worship HC
Lighthouse Kids

7pm Quilters

12noon Community Lunch

12:30 Korean Worship

9 Baptismal Birthdays
9am Worship
10:30 Worship
Lighthouse Kids

10

11

7pm KYB

9am Worship HC

7:30pm Exec Meeting
7:30pm Quilters

12:30 Korean Worship

16

9:30 Craft

17

18

7pm KYB

10:30 Church 4 Kids

9:30 Craft
7:30pm Quilters

12:30 Korean Worship

23

24

25

9am Worship HC

7pm KYB

9:30 Craft

10:30 Worship HC
Lighthouse Kids

7:30pm Quilters

11:30 Blessing of Pets
12:30 Korean Worship
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What’s on in September?
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1
10am Girls’ Coffee
morning
10am English Class
7pm Quiz Night

5

6

7

8

9:30 Playgroup

7:30 Prayer Group

10am English Class

9:45 Mainly Music

9:30 KYB
9:30 English Class
9:30 Marriage Course

12noon Cards

10:30 Coffee and Chat
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14

15

9:30 KYB
9:30 English Class
9:30 Marriage Course

8am Blokes Brekky

7:30pm BFM meeting

12
9:30 Women’s
Fellowship

7:30 Prayer Group
9:45 Mainly Music

9:30 Playgroup

10am English Class

10:30 Coffee and Chat

19

20

21

22

9:30 Playgroup

9:45 Mainly Music

9:30 KYB
9:30 English Class
9:30 Marriage Course

10am English Class

12noon Cards

10am-2pm Markets

10:30 Coffee and Chat

26
9:30 Playgroup

27

28

29

7:30 Prayer Group

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS

9:45 Mainly Music

9:30 KYB
9:30 English Class
9:30 Marriage Course

12noon Cards

10:30 Coffee and Chat
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Celebrations @Glynde!
As always, we love sharing in the many celebrations around the Glynde
community. Here are a few snapshots of some of the recent events and
celebrations. This will be a regular segment, so if you have
something to celebrate, please send us a photo so we can celebrate with you
in the @Glynde.

The Women’s Rally came and
watched Mainly Music...

Then Barb, along with some mums
from Mainly Music shared their stories
with the women
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It was a busy day...
Thursday at the church is always a busy day. Mainly Music happens and there are
so many people who make it happen, by setting up, cooking and preparing morning tea, presenting, looking after children, bringing out the toys, tidying up. It is a
busy time and a fun time…
But, the other Thursday, (August 16th), was an even busier day.
The Lutheran Women’s North Zone Rally was being held and hosted at Glynde,
with around 50 women attending. A great effort by the women at Glynde for this
day.
It was also my pleasure to be a guest speaker at the event, along with some of our
families who come to our mid week groups.
What a delight it was that the women came into Mainly Music and watched part of
our session. I am sure many would have gone away singing a song, maybe even “I
like toast for breakfast!”
Once Mainly Music had broken up for morning tea the women left to start their
session in the church and soon after we went to join them with some of our families from China, Sri Lanka, Japan, South Sudan and Japan. We shared what our
week looks like here at Glynde and how important it is to be a part of this wider
community. Our families spoke of what life was like in their homeland and how
hard it is to fit into Australia, and how special a place like Glynde became in their
lives. Some spoke timidly, some spoke with great insight and joy and for others,
just managing to get the words out in English was a huge achievement. I thank
them all for sharing their thoughts with a large group they didn’t know. I also thank
Glynde for supporting the work we do to love and care for others. It was a privilege us to be a part of the Women’s Rally.
But, that wasn’t all that was happening on Thursday!
Back in June, while I was on holiday, I arranged for a group from out mid week activities to be interviewed for a cross cultural video being put together by the Lutheran Church. Well, the film crew came back on this same Thursday to do some
extra filming. So, it was such a busy place… people filming, people serving, people
rushing from Mainly Music to the Womens Rally and back again!
Thank you to all the people who participated in the filming. Who knew we had so
many talented people! And a huge thank you to Rika and Rumi who shared their
stories. To do so for the whole Lutheran church took courage and to know that we
have been a part of their story is very humbling. The cross cultural film will be
shown at Synod and can also be found on the website. And look out, they have so
much footage that there may be more segments put together for viewing.
Yes, it was a busy day at Glynde – but what a day!
It was a day of joy, a day of sharing, a day when we celebrated the joy of children..
a day to celebrate and appreciate other cultures, and the importance of a smile… a
day to see Gods love shining brightly!
Barbara Mattiske
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It was a busy day...
Thank you for the privilege to speak at the
Women’s Rally on Thursday 16 August on
the theme of ‘Let the children come to me.’
This was an incredible theme for a day like
this, to gather together, edify one another
and cherish the children in our lives and our
community.
In my preparation for this talk, a quick
Google search taught me that the words
‘child,’ ‘child’s’ or ‘children’ are mentioned in
the King James version of the Bible over two
thousand times, third only to ‘Lord’ mentioned eight thousand, and ‘God’ mentioned
four thousand times. This is very strong evidence of the importance and value of children in the Kingdom of God.

Scripture doesn’t say that the drug addicted
mother falls short. It doesn’t say that the
abusive father falls short. It doesn’t say that
the violent man falls short. It doesn’t say that
gambling alcoholic falls short. Romans 3:23
says for all have sinned and fall short.
And this is the message that compels us to
do the work that we do.

Parents who are unable to appropriately care
for their children and keep them safe, for
whatever reason, are not the enemy. They
are people in need of a saviour, just like you
and me. But children are dependant. They
do need boundaries and security to learn
and grow and develop. Children need to be
provided for, and they are faithful that they
will be provided for (or at least they certainly
In fact, time and time again we are reminded should be).
that we are all children of God, purchased
with the blood of Jesus and adopted into His This is how God calls us to live, as children of
forever family.
God, we are to depend on God. We are to
rely on Him for everything that we need. We
He walked with us and adopted us as His
are to be faithful that our father does have
own. In a short sentence, this is the Gospel. our best interests at heart and trusting, even
It’s pretty simple message, but when it
though we may not fully understand the bigcomes to talking about family, it rarely feels ger picture. And it can be hard to undersimple.
stand the bigger picture, especially when we
suddenly find ourselves called to a hard
Sometimes distance separates us. Someplace.
times differing beliefs, priorities and values
divide us. Stress can paralyse us; disappoint- Caring for vulnerable and traumatised chilment can haunt us. Guilt makes us feel
dren in an overwhelmed and undertrapped and shame makes us hide. Throw in resourced child protection system is a hard
some financial hurdles, perhaps an unexplace. Yet, in the midst of the overwhelming,
pected injury or death, some deadlines at
there is hope.
work, a couple of mistakes or a misunderstanding … and the fortress of family that
Just like there was a cost for Jesus, to adopt
should have been our paradise, protecting
us into the Kingdom of God, there is a cost
us and holding it all together, begins to
in fostering. But it costs the children so much
crumble.
more if we don’t step into this hard place.
God doesn’t step away from hard places, in
We all fall short of the Glory of God. We fall fact he meets people right in the midst of
short every day, and we fell short first a long storm and brings peace. He never said this
time ago. Genesis is very clear about that.
life would be easy, but He promises, in light
14

It was a busy day...
of eternity, it will be worth it.
Nothing in foster care is really how it was supposed to be. But in a sense, foster care provides a picture of what it meant for Jesus to stand before God on our behalf.
On some level, this is what the scripture means when it refers to Jesus as our “advocate” (1
John) and “mediator” (I Timothy). He stood for us when we couldn’t stand on our own, spoke
on our behalf when we had no words to speak. The battle has been fought for us. Jesus has
won. Joy has prevailed in the midst of tragedy and heartache. We have been forever adopted into the family of God because of the work of Jesus on our behalf.
With Jesus as the Hero we are free from the need to bear the weight of redemption that only
He was ever intended to carry. With Jesus as the Hero foster care is not simply a hopeless
struggle but rather a vivid expression of a spiritual battle in which the victory of beauty will
eventually triumph over the vices of brokenness. With Jesus as the Hero the struggles will be
real for us but they do not have the power to defeat us; they will be heavy upon us but they
do not have the power to break us; the Enemy will seek to destroy us but he will not have
the power to prevail over us. This is the confidence upon which we intercede on behalf of
these kids. This is the hope which steadies us even as the war rages on around us.
Excerpt from Re-Framing Foster Care by Jason Johnson.
At the rally, Leonie Scriven (an LCC Foster Carer) shared some tangible and practical ways
that you can help foster carers and their families, supporting them in their journeys providing safety, care and nurture for young children. I will leave you with a few of these thoughts
now.
A foster parent and the children in their care are not celebrated in the way an expecting
mother is, when family and friends gather to provide practical gifts and offer their
support. Think of how you could practically support a foster family that you know.
Offer to baby sit or enquire about providing some respite care for a family. Often a foster carer puts their social life on hold because the children in care cannot always attend functions if feeling overwhelmed by crowds or loud noises.
Pray for foster carers, their families and all the children. Acknowledge foster carers and
families and the work they do, and accept these precious children as the blessings
from God that they are.
Thank you, Glynde congregation for your ongoing prayers, partnership and support for
LCC Foster Care. Every little bit counts and it does make a difference.
Blessings,
Tessa Joppich
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Over the past 3 weeks during mid week activities we have enjoyed the company of extra people. The women from the Rally, the Lutheran church film crew,
and also a photographer, Paul.
Paul and Lulu come to Mainly Music and our Friday English classes and Coffee
and Chat. Paul offered to take photos as a thank you for how they have been
welcomed to this Glynde community. They are originally from China.
So look out on our website, Sunday paper or @Glynde for new photos!
(Check out the back page!)
We thank Paul and Lulu for this great gift.
We are so amazed by what give to us by sharing.
What a community we have here at Glynde!
Barbara Mattiske

PS… if you are looking for a photographer, please give Paul a call!
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As part of the United Nations 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development,
adopted in September 2015, the UN has recognized the importance of eradicating poverty in all forms. Poverty presents an enormous global challenge for the
international community, as is a significant threat to sustainable development. In
the spirit of global solidarity, the 2030 Agenda is focused on how best to meet
the needs of the world’s poorest and most vulnerable citizens and acknowledges
the role that the private sector must play in supporting the various organizations
who have undertaken philanthropic efforts to implement the 2030 Agenda.
Poverty exists in every country around the globe, from powerful industrial nations to developing countries. It continues to affect millions of people, regardless
of their social and cultural situations, and is a barrier to true prosperity and
equality.
In recognition of the significant role that charities and individuals have undertaken to alleviate human suffering and humanitarian crises, the UN General Assembly, under resolution A/RES/67/105PDF, has designated the 5th of September as
the International Day of Charity. This date was chosen as it is the anniversary of
the death of Mother Teresa, and the resolution is, in part, a tribute to her work
and dedication to charitable causes.
This 5th of September, the United Nations invites all Member States, international and regional organisations, non-governmental organisations and individuals
alike to commemorate the International Day of Charity by encouraging charitable acts in their respective communities to raise public awareness of this event.
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Worship Calendar
SEPTEMBER
2.
10.30 a.m.

9.
10.30 a.m.

16.
10.30 a.m.

Pentecost 15
9.00 a.m.
H.C.
*Thanks for dads
Pentecost 16
9.00 a.m.

30. 9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.

H.C.
H.C.

Pentecost 18

21.

H.C.
H.C.

9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.

9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.

28. 9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.

9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.

Exodus 15:1-11
“Oh, what a feeling…!”

Favourite OT stories (10)

Pentecost 19

Ruth 1:1-18
“A story of love”

Favourite OT stories (11)

School holidays start

Pentecost 20

Pastor Dennis Obst
Mark 10:2-16
“The wonderful gift of marriage”

Pentecost 21

Annual Leave for Pastor Wayne
Pastor Henry Martinez
Mark 10:17-30

School resumes
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.

NOVEMBER
4.

“How’s your prayer life?”

Blessing of Pets (under our gum tree)

OCTOBER

14.

Pastor Henry Martinez
Job 7:1-7
Favourite OT stories (9)
“Why, Lord, why!?”

Pentecost 17
Mark 1:35-39
9.00 a.m.
H.C.
Church 4 Kids
(Plus “Adult Talk”)
H.C.
H.C.

9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.

Favourite OT stories (8)
“Go on praying,

Plus Testimonies
Baptismal Anniversaries (July-Sept)

23. 9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.
11.30 a.m.

7.

Daniel 6:1-10
H.C.
no matter what!”

Pentecost 22

Pentecost 23

Pentecost 24

Mark 10:35-45
“Want to be great…?”
Reformation
Romans 3:20-28
“You are accepted!”

Mark 12:28-34
“What sort of follower of Jesus are you?”
(with booklet and questionnaire at Picnic)

Picnic service
at “The Gums”
followed by lunch
and games: a Multicultural event
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Thankyou Paul for these amazing pictures!
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